Linear Logic was introduced by Girard as a resource-sensitive refinement of classical logic. In this paper we establish strong connections between natural fragments of Linear Logic and a number of basic concepts related to different branches of Computer Science such as Concurrency Theory, Theory of Computations, Horn Programming and Game Theory. In particular, such complete correlations allow us to introduce several new semantics for Linear Logic and to clarify many results on the complexity of natural fragments of Linear Logic. As a main corollary, any non-deterministic and concurrent computation (e.g., computations performed by non-deterministic Minsky machines) is proved to be simulated directly within the framework of each of these systems.
Introduction and summary
Linear Logic was introduced by Girard [13] as a resource-sensitive refinement of classical logic. From the purely logical point of view, Linear Logic can be conceived of as a substructural logic in Gentzen-style sequential formalisms: Structural rules such as contraction and weakening (which are not sensitive to aspects of control) are deleted.
Many of the intricate applications of Linear Logic in Computer Science owe their
existence to the lack of these structural rules. In particular, an exact correspondence has been established between natural fragments of Linear Logic and natural complexity classes [34,26-J. In this paper we focus on the study of a number of basic concepts related to different branches of Computer Science:
(a) Concurrency Theory, (b) Theory of Computations, (c) Horn Programming and (d) Game Theory, tied together with some natural fragments of Linear Logic.
From the logical point of view, we will study the derivability problem in Linear Logic for sequents of the Horn structure, the so-called (!, From the programming point of view, we study Horn programs, taking into account resources consumed in computations. Vertices with no incoming edges are specified as input ones and those with no outgoing edges as output ones.
In order to control the use of resources, we interpret each of our Horn implications (X-0 Y) as the following assertion: Given X, Y can be computed; and X is consumed in the process of this computation, so that the old values of X are no more available: these old values of X are deleted and the space occupied by them becomes vacant.
Given an input W, an output Z, and a set of instructions r, our problem is to construct a Horn program for producing Z from W. Each elementary operation of this program should consist in implementing a certain Horn implication taken from r.
From the concurrency point of view, we study the reachability problem in generalized Petri nets. Such a Petri net can include:
Where !r stands for the multiset resulting from putting the modal storage operator ! before each formula in r.
' Henceforth, such tensor products will be called simple products.
(i) Ordinary transitions. The firing of such a transition yields deterministic rearrangement of the current marking of the Petri net.
(ii) Non-deterministic transitions3 The firing of a non-deterministic transition involves developmet of our concurrent process in one of the several alternative directions.
The difference between ordinary and non-deterministic transitions can be perceived as follows: When we fire a certain transition, we make thereby our own choice from the given set of possible transitions.
(i) If we chose an ordinary transition to be fired, we know the result of this firing to be deterministic.
(ii) On the contrary, having chosen a non-deterministic transition to be fired, we meet with the non-deterministic situation: We do not know in advance which direction from the set of the alternative ones will be chosen at a given occasion.
Such non-deterministic situations are typical of networks. In particular, even in the simplest situation of sending a message, we do not know in advance what lines will be busy and what lines will be available at the moment of sending it.
From the game theoretic point of view, we study chess-like games that can be reformulated as two-players' games in vector spaces in the following way.
(a) Possible positions are represented as vectors in a vector space.
(b) Each move is described as an actual move in this space caused by adding a certain shift vector to the vector representing the current game position.
(c) Given an initial position PO, the task of player 1 is to get to a position belonging to a specified goal set Q,.
(d) Player 2 wins if he reaches a position belonging to his goal set Q2. Finally, from the computational point of view, we consider standard non-deterministic many-counter Minsky machines [42] .
Starting from these five basic systems of concepts pertaining, as we have already mentioned, to five different branches of Computer Science, we establish a complete correspondence between these five systems of concepts. Namely, based on direct simulation of each system in terms of each of the others, we prove the equivalence of the following problems:
(i) The reachability problem for generalized Petri nets with non-deterministic transitions.
(ii) The problem of constructing Horn programs that may use their Horn instructions from a given set only.
(iii) The derivability problem for generalized Horn sequents in Linear Logic.
(iv) The problem of the existence of a winning strategy of games in vector spaces.
(v) The halting problem for non-deterministic many-counter Minsky machines. As a main corollary, any non-deterministic and concurrent computation (e.g., computations performed by non-deterministic Minsky machines) is proved to be simulated directly within the framework of each of these systems.
It should be noted that each of the basic notions under consideration has its own motivations in its own branch of Computer Science. Our full concurrency-computational-logical-game correspondence integrates all these motivations into a common pool, thereby strengthening their combined motivational force.
Horn fragments of Linear Logic
We will consider only formulas of Linear Logic that are built up of positive elementary propositions, literals, by the following connectives:
Proof. The straightforward Boolean evaluation shows that, in the absence of negations and negative literals and constants, any sequent of the form C k is not derivable in Linear Logic. Therefore, every Cut-free derivation of a given (!, @)-Horn sequent is at the same time a derivation in Intuitionistic Linear Logic. 0
Horn programming
Horn programs are introduced in Definition 1.1. We should explain only how a Horn program P runs for a given input W. Definition 3.1. For a given Horn program P and any simple product W, a strong computation is defined by induction as follows:
We assign a simple product VALUE(P, W, u) to each vertex v of P in such a way that4 (a) for any input vertex 0,
(b) for any vertex u and its son w with the edge (u, w) labelled by a Horn implication (X4 Y ), if VALUE(P, W, u) is defined and for some simple product V:
otherwise, VALUE(P, W, w) is declared to be undefined. Definition 3.2. For a Horn program P and a simple product W, we say that
if, for each output vertex u of P, VALUE (P, W, u) is defined and
These definitions fall within the paradigm of resources use control, ensuring that (a) the execution of a Horn program does not allow for its operators to share their inputs without permission; (b) after the program has been executed, the memory that was occupied by temporary and auxiliary objects is free. 
Linear Logic o Horn programs
In a Horn program P, we will describe each of its constructs (branching or non-branching) by formulas from Linear Logic. To be more precise, we will associate a certain formula A to each edge e of our program P, and say that "This formula A is used on the edge e". We have proved that our generalized Horn fragment of Linear Logic is complete under our computational interpretation. 
Conversely, this sequent can be derived in Linear Logic. Moreover, according to our logical-computational correspondence, we can say that such a program PO owes its very existence to the derivability of this sequent.
Non-deterministic Petri nets
Let us recall basic definitions from the theory of Petri nets [41, lo] . Definition 5.3. We will use the abbreviation:
e" = (e @ e @ ... @ e).
,ti'-,,,
For n = 0, we set e" as the 'unit', namely, (eO@X)=X and (X@eO)=X. According to what has already been said, we introduce a new framework of non-deterministic transitions. With the help of this sort of transitions, we hope to grasp the non-deterministic cases that can occur within concurrent processes. In contrast to ordinary Petri nets, when we fire a non-deterministic transition 7, the choice between the corresponding m alternatives does not belong to us. Moreover, we do not know in advance what direction from the m possible ones will be chosen. We are interested in those peculiarities of the dynamic behaviour of Petri nets which can be described in terms of transforming their initial markings into target ones. Example 5.1. Let us consider the following situation. Given $3000 to consume, we should set up a unit for preparing documents (in LaTeX). Such a document preparation unit comprises a computer and a LaTeX system adapted to this computer.
Suppose that the price of a Mac computer, as well as of a PC computer, is $2000. Suppose also that Textures, the LaTeX system adapted to Mac, costs $1000 and EmTeX, the LaTeX system adapted to PC, costs the same $1000.
Assume that both these LaTeX systems are available at any moment. As for computers, some make of computers is always available, but it is unknown which make is available at the moment when we decide to buy the computer for our unit.
This situation can be represented by the Petri net shown in Fig. 3 . We introduce six places
S = {D, M, P, T, E, U)
where D stands for "I have SlOOO", M for "I buy a Mac", P for "I buy a PC", T for "I buy Textures", E for "I buy EmTeX", and U for "I've got the Unit I need". Now our hypotheses can be axiomatized as follows: (i) The non-deterministic situation with the make of computers is axiomatized by the non-deterministic transition z. (see (ii) Our possibilities in buying software boil down to two ordinary transitions:
Tl = P, T), 72 = (D,E).
(iii) Finally, the means of setting up the desired document preparation unit can be described by the following two ordinary transitions:
Our task is to reach the target marking U, starting from the initial $3000 marking (DODBD).
In accordance with our definitions, one possible solution of this task is the session represented in Fig. 5 .5
Nondeterministic Petri nets -S Linear Logic
It is well known that Linear Logic provides us with natural encodings of ordinary Petri net problems [6, 9, 12, 38] . As for non-deterministic Petri nets, we demonstrate ' A technique for obtaining such solutions will be presented below.
that the reachability problem for such Petri nets is exactly equivalent to the derivability problem for (!, @)-Horn fragment of Linear Logic.
We can encode our Petri nets into Linear Logic as follows. Proof. The main idea is the following. Case 1: Suppose that p0,p2, . . . , pu, is a successful session leading from M0 to M. Then we can transform it into a tree-like Horn program P that is a strong solution to the sequent in question: MO,!y I-M. According to Theorem 4.1, this sequent is derivable in Linear Logic.
Case 2: Suppose that M,,, !y k M is derivable in Linear Logic. By Theorem 4.1, there exists a tree-like Horn program P that is a strong solution to this sequent. In particular, for the root vo:
VALUE(P, MO, vo) E MO,
and, for all leaves w,
T/ALUE(P, MO, w) E M.
Running from the root to the leaves, by induction on the depth we construct the desired session po, p2, . . . , pt, namely, the set pi contains VALUE(P, MO, v) for all v of depth i. 0 It has already been mentioned that Horn program PO shown in Fig. 2 is a strong solution to this sequent. By induction on the depth, we assemble the solution of our task, the one which has already been presented in Fig. 5 . Namely, Proof. Theorem 6.1 demonstrates that for !-Horn sequents, their derivability problem is directly equivalent to the reachability problem for ordinary Petri nets, which is known to be decidable [39] . 0
We can now prove the following result for the new concept of non-deterministic Petri nets. Each of the game rules can be conceived as a partial recursive function mapping 9 into 9.
A session in game G consists of consecutive moues, starting from the initial position PO. Now we describe one moue:
Let F be the current position.
(1) At first, player I selects a rule from (9, say ip, such that v(F) is defined. If q(F) belongs to 52r then player 1 wins. If q(F) belongs to f2* then player 2 wins. Otherwise, the game continues. 
Definition 7.3.
A strategy for player 1 in game G is said to be a winning strategy for player 1 if this strategy is finite and all its terminal vertices are labelled by positions from Q2,. In particular, in each of the non-terminal vertices of the winning strategy, the set of possible reactions of player 2 must be non-empty.' Example 7.1. We consider the following well-known game.
Step-by-step, players 1 and 2 put down, respectively, crosses and circles, onto the board 3 x 3.
Player 1 wins if he gets either a row, or a column, or a diagonal consisting of three crosses. Player 2 wins if he gets a similar line consisting of three circles. Formally, ' m is allowed to be 0, which indicates to the impasse when player 2 has no applicable rules ' Player 1 should circumvent the impasse situation. 
Minsky machines * vector games
We can simulate standard many-counter machines [42] by games in vector spaces. For simplicity, we consider two-counter Minsky machines. A Minsky machine program is a finite list of labelled instructions. We assume that two-counter machines can only use instructions of the following six types: a triple (li, x, y) , where Ii is a label, x and y are non-negative integers that are the values of the two counters, respectively. Let t be the length of the program of a two-counter machine M: II; 12; Is; . . . . I,.
An instantaneous description (configuration) is
In the game GY simulating our machine M, configurations of this machine will be represented as 6- dimensional positions (a, b, c, d, x, y) , where (a) the pair (a, b) is the code of the instruction Ik being applied, namely, index k will be encoded by the pair (k, t-k), and (b) the pair (c,d) is the code of the corresponding label, namely, label Ii will be encoded by the pair (i, t -i).
For each instruction Ik of the form (l)- (6), we set a game rule qk for player 1 and a game rule &, 1 for player 2 as follows: t-k,j-i,i-j,a,B) if P2 (0,O,i,t-i,   -a, -p) , undefined otherwise; (4) a=o, /I=0 if Zk is of the form (5) or (6).
Besides, for each instruction Zk of the form (j)-(6), we set an additional game rule Ic/k,2 for player 2 The goal sets sZ1 and Q, are defined as follows:
For this game GM, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. For the given integers x0 and y,, there exists a winning strategy for player 1 in game G,,, ifand only ifour two-counter machine M can go from its initial configuration (II, x0, yo) to its halting conjiguration (lo,O,O).
Proof. The main idea is the following: We prove that a winning strategy for player 1 cannot contain branching vertices. Moreover, we prove an isomorphism between chain-like winning game strategies and successful machine computations. Let us demonstrate the key point of our proof examining one move in a game session. Suppose that at a position F of the form F = (O,O, i', t -i', x, y) , representing the configuration (li,, x, y), player 1 makes his move according to some rule (Pk, and gets to the position S = q+(F). Let, for instance, the corresponding instruction Ik be of the form (5) Ii: if (X = 0) then goto Ij.
The definability conditions provide that i' = i and S = (k, t -k,j, t -j,x, y). that represents the configuration (lj, x, y). So we see that one game move within a given winning strategy is afuir simulation of the move of our machine A4 from the configuration (li', x, y) to the configuration t/j, x3 Y). 0
Non-deterministic Petri nets = vector games
The game nature of the concept of non-deterministic Petri nets can be revealed by direct simulation of Petri nets by vector games.
For a given Petri net 9 = (S, {ri , r2, . . . , t,}), we will assume that all its transitions are non-deterministic ones.
In the game Gg simulating our Petri net .c?', markings of the form will be represented as (n + 2)-dimensional positions (a, 6, ml, mz, . . . , m,), where the pair (a, b) will encode the index of the transition rk being fired; namely, index k will be encoded by the pair we set the following game rule qk for player 1:
and set m game rules $k, 1, $k,*, . . . , t),_ for player 2:
$k, dp') = The goal set sZz is declared to be empty. Proof. The main idea is the following: We prove an isomorphism between winning strategies for player 1 and successful sessions on the given Petri net. We demonstrate the key point of our proof by examining one move in a game session.
Suppose that at a position F of the form In addition, we will assume that none of the game rules are applicable to vectors from s2e. Proof. First, we prove an isomorphism between the winning strategies for player 1 in .game G and the Horn programs that are strong solutions to our sequent in question.
After that it remains to apply Theorem 4.1.
Having a winning strategy, we assemble the corresponding Horn program P by induction.
We will use the abbreviation:
Case 1: We start assembling the desired Horn program P from the fragment consisting only of its root uo. Taking into account that (f@ ~'0) is the input for our program P, the initial game position PO will be correlated to this vertex u. as follows:
Out(u,) = (f@ pp").
Case 2: Suppose we have already constructed a certain fragment of P, and a game position F is correlated to a terminal vertex u in this fragment, namely, Out(u) = (f@ pF).
At this position F, let player 1 make his move according to some rule (Pk and get to the position S: S=(s,,%,...,s,)= r&(F).
Then we extend the current fragment of our Horn program by creating a new edge (u, t) and labelling this new edge by Horn implication A,:
Al, = ((f@ p')-(e 0 p"")).
For that new vertex t we have:
Out(t) Z (e @ (pi' 0 p:' 0 ... BP:)).
Let this S do not belong to Szt. According to the fact that our strategy is a winning strategy for player 1 and therefore the set of possible reactions of player 2 must be non-empty, we can find a Horn implication of the form Ci: Then we create a new edge (t, w) and label this new edge by the Horn implication Ci. For this vertex w, we get:
Out(w) 2 (9 0 (Pi' 0 P? 0 *.. 0 p,"")).
Case 3: For simulating all possible (and impossible!) reactions of player 2, we create m new outgoing edges (w, ul),(w, Q), . . . , (w, urn), and label these new edges by the Horn implications (g 4 g 1 ), (g 4 g2 ) , . . . , (g --o g,,,) , respectively, taken from our O-Horn implication (g-(gr @g2 0 ... @ g,,,)). For each Ui, we get OUt(Ui) 2 (gi 0 (pi' 0 p; @ "' @ p,"")).
Case 3.1: Assume that a game rule $i cannot be applied to this position S, i.e. for some rth component of vector S we have s, < d,. Then we create a branch with the root ai such that for the terminal vertex w' of this branch Out(w') E pl. Namely, creating a new edge (Vi, al) labelled by the Horn implication (gi-hi,,), we get:
OUt(V!) Z (hi,, @ (pf' @ pp @ "' @ p,"")).
By repeatedly using Horn implications from A&, we can contract this tensor product to the product (hi,, 0 p:). Finally, by using the corresponding Horn implication from A,!,, namely ((hi,, 0 p:)-p1 ), we get the desired Out(w') E pi. 
For this new vertex vl we have
Now we can consider this game position Fi to be correlated to this vertex vi, and come back to Case 2. Case 4: If either F or S belongs to Qi , then, by creating a new edge with the end w' and labelling this new edge by the corresponding Horn implication from &, either ((f@ pl)+pl) or ((e 0 pi)+pi), we can also reach the desired result Out(w') E pl.
So we can see that our construction results in a Horn program being a tree-like strong solution to the sequent under consideration:
and, by Theorem 4.1, this sequent is derivable in Linear Logic.
We can invert our construction and transform tree-like strong solutions for the sequent under consideration into winning strategies for player 1.
Let us demonstrate the key points of this conversion. Case 5: Suppose that a non-goal game position F is correlated to a vertex u in a given Horn program P as follows:
Since for all terminal vertices w', Out(w') = p1, this vertex u is not terminal. Moreover, it must have the only outgoing edge (u, t), and this edge must be labelled by some Ak.
Then our recommendation for player 1 is to make his move according to the corresponding rule (Pk and get to the position s = (s1,sz, 
where Fi is the result of the ith reaction of player 2: Fi = +i(S). And we can return to Case 5 for our next recommendation for player 1.
So we see that, following our recommendations, player 1 (a) cannot fall into a trap of the impasse (when player 2 has no applicable rules), and (b) can never ever be punished by player 2.
•I 
Concluding remarks
We have established strong connections between several concepts of Mathematical Logic and Computer Science such as Linear Logic, Petri Nets, Minsky Machines, and Vector Games. This has been implemented by direct and ~uturu~ simulations of each system of basic concepts in terms of each of the others (see Fig. 6 ).
As we have seen, the most complicated case is the reduction:
Games 3 Logic.
The foregoing complete corespondence between all concepts under consideration allows us to establish the exact expressive power of each of these concepts. In particular, the following is immediate. (b) For games in vector spaces each of whose ruies is allowed to be applied only once lo the problem of the existence of a winning strategy is PSPACE-complete. 9
Proof.
(a) Theorem 8.1 yields the first item.
(b) Using a modification of this theorem, we can readily simulate quantified Boolean formulas by the corresponding vector games from the second item. q
In particular, such a restriction holds in our game with crosses and circles on the board 3 x 3, as well as, in the traditional chess.
By using Theorem 10.1, we can propose alternative proofs of the complexity results for natural fragments of Linear Logic obtained in [34, 26] .
Moreover, the foregoing correspondence results in a full computational characterization of non-deterministic Petri nets. Corollary 
11.2.
(a) There exists a non-deterministic Petri net such that its reachability problem is undecidable. Moreover, any non-deterministic and concurrent computation (e.g., computations performed by non-deterministic Minsky machines) is proved to be simulated directly within the framework of non-deterministic Petri nets.
(b) For ordinary Petri nets, their reachability problem has been proved to be decidable c391.
(c) For non-deterministic Petri nets each of whose transitions is allowed to be jred only once, their reachability problem is PSPACE-complete. (c) As a matter of fact, Theorem 6.1 yields a one-to-one correspondence between Petri nets, specified in this item, and the @-Horn fragment of Linear Logic with the Weakening Rule (the so-called Affine Logic) which is PSPACE-complete [26] .
(d) This item is handled similarly to the previous one. The only difference is that here we use NP-completeness of the @-Horn fragment of Linear Logic proper [26] .
(e) Similarly, the problem under consideration is reduced to the purely Horn fragment of Affine Logic that is NP-complete [26] .
(f) Finally, here we exploit NP-completeness of the purely Horn fragment of Linear Logic proper which has been proved in [26] . 0 I am greatly indebted to S. Artemov whose seminar on Logical Methods in Computer Science at the Moscow State University provided the opportunity for developing and clarifying my results.
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